A2n-i > 2 (first hypothesis), or X2n_i > 1 + (K + 1)_1 (second hypothesis).
Introduction.
Throughout this paper X will denote a Banach space (5-space), X* its normed conjugate space, and 52í^=i x< a series in X. A series 52H-i xi IS subseries convergent if and only if (A) Each subseries of 52í" i *< converges. Additional conditions, (B) through (H), are introduced below. The main purpose of this note is to give new and simple proofs of the equivalence of each of (B), (G), and (H) to (A).
The equivalence of (A) and (B), the Orlicz-Pettis theorem, was first stated and proved by Orlicz [ll, Satz 2] for weakly complete X. It was stated by Banach [2, p. 240 ] for general X. The first proof of the equivalence of (A) and (B) for X a JB-space was given by Pettis [12 The equivalence of (H) and (A) is shown in [9] . Thus, the equivalence of (A), (B), (G) and (H) is well known. Dunford [6, Theorem 32] has shown that (C) (as well as (A) and (H)) follow from (B). However, condition (C) and its obviously equivalent forms (D) and (E) seem not to have been recognized before as equivalent to subseries convergence. Theorem 1 provides a new proof of the Orlicz-Pettis theorem. Corollary 2 is due to Dunford [6, Theorem 75]. Its proof is different from his. Gelfand's proof of (H)=>(G) is defective due to his use of an incorrect criterion for compactness of a subset of a 5-space (see [13, Corollary 3.2] ). Also he omits the proof of (G)=>(H). Theorem 2 includes a proof of the equivalence of (G) and (H).
In In the sequel the 5-space of real bounded sequences a= {at} with ||a||=sup¿ |o¿| will be denoted by im) and the 5-space of real sequences a= \ai\ such that £,"i \at\ < + °° with ||a|| = £¡°Li |a,:| will be represented by (/).
In the statements of conditions (B) through (G) which follow the closed linear manifold generated by the sequence {x,} will be denoted by [x,] . Also for a fixed series £¡"i x, and K a subset of im) we define SiK) = \ £ kiXi-. {ki\ E K and a finite! . Proof.
That (A) implies (B) is obvious. Now assume (B). For each /6X* the real series 52ï™ if(xí) ls subseries convergent so it follows that the sequence {/(x¿)} is an element of (I). Let {/"} be a sequence in X* satisfying the hypothesis of (C). Then, for each n, X*ä= \fn(Xi)} G(¿). We wish to show that \\nj converges to zero in (I). 
It remains to show that (G)=>(A).
Hence, assume (G), i.e., M = { 52«S5 Xi : a finite} is conditionally compact. Thus M is bounded from which it readily follows that 52t" i \f(xù | < + °° for each/G-X"*. Proof. In the proof of Corollary 2 it was noted that L was compact if and only if T was and that T was compact if and only if (H) held. Because of this and Theorem 1 only (H)=>(A) remains to be shown. An elegant proof of the equivalence of (H) and (A) via MooreSmith convergence is given in [9] . We include a proof of (H)=>(A)for completeness.
Assume (H) and let €>0 be given. There then exists nt such that £ 1/(^)1 <e if 11/11 g 1. From this it is evident that the partial sums of each subseries of 52¡li x, form a Cauchy sequence and hence converge since X is complete.
It is known that if a series in a Banach space is subseries convergent then each of its rearrangements is subseries convergent. This fact is an immediate corollary of Theorem 1 since it is clear that for each permutation t of the positive integers the sets < 52 xtU)'-o-finite> and < /. x¿: <r finite > t <e» ' v ten i are equal.
